GRAYSHOTT SOCIAL TROJAN OWNERS CLUB.
18th. November 2018.

You are invited to join Club Members at the Winter Social on the 18th. November
2018.
Please meet at GRAYSHOTT POTTERY for lunch at 12 noon. The cost will be circa
£15.per head for a very nice Turkey Lunch (veggie options) with all the Trimmings
+ a sweet, with coffee included.
You need to make for School Road GU26 6LR; go through Grayshott and turn
right into School Road, which is the second turning after St.Lukes’s Church.
This change from the Fox and Pelican is to ensure a higher quality of food plus
there is an ‘Emporium’ so an opportunity to have a look around a very nice shop!
There is ample parking in their car park.
At 1400hrs we move up to the other end of the Village to the Village Hall (just
beyond the gateway) forPeter Redman - Trojan Owners Club –Some Rallies 1993-1999.
Phil Potter Special laptop/projector slide Presentation on Trojans Past and
Present. Plus a Quiz !
Tea follows (bring a contribution please), just in case you are still feeling hungry !
The Hall hire may be covered by a small raffle as before.
So if coming from the A3 come off just after the Hindhead Tunnel going South
and turn right into Grayshott and turn left just before the tunnel if coming up
from the South and turn left for the Village. Hope to reserve 4/5 places at the
Hall & the Pottery for Vintage Cars. As before we are in the Hall to the left of the
Main Hall which is all on the flat better for everyone. Please let me know if you
can come. 16 for Lunch already probably take another 14. The Hall will take 150 !
carl@carltantum.com or 07970 452747 or 01428 289457.

RSVP
I confirm I can attend and I need [
] lunches @ GRAYSHOTT POTTERY (12
noon onwards), and please indicate with a 'V' how many of these need to be
Vegetarian. Address in Newsletter.
Name, Rank and Number Please [

]

